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1. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF WORK 
The FIFA World Cup (FWC) is a global phenomenon of undisputed success. An event that is 
perpetuated in an unchanged format for almost 100 years and of absolute value uniqueness in 
terms of engagement capacity, audience size, and global geographical reach.  

The FWC has also become the object of various narratives of contemporary cultural discourse, 
emerging from the complex paradigm evoked by sport as a significant human activity and social 
entertainment since ancient times.  

As the success of the FWC shows, competitive Football is a major manifestation of this 
paradigm, despite superficial and sometimes contradictory analyses, on its ability to generate 
value for athletes, for the industrial sector, and more generally for the global community. 

This study originates from the attempt to investigate the economic contribution of FWC and 
respond to the debate created by the recent FIFA reform proposal of the organization and the 
frequency of the event.  

The study main objective is to review the most reliable data sources and scientific analyses to 
explore the magnitude and complexity of the economic impact of the FWC and the costs and 
benefits of the proposed Reform.  

Fig. 1.1. Mapping of the multiple stimuli to the global economy activated by the FWC and other CT 

 
Source: OpenEconomics 

The analysis also aims to encourage a constructive debate on the social and economic outcome 
of the FWC as the pinnacle event of an emerging global culture, with Football as a significant and 
unifying social phenomenon.  

For these purposes, the study presents a detailed economic analysis of the direct and indirect 
economic effects of the FWC and its proposed variants.  
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All the evaluations are performed with state-of-the-art evaluation tools and examine the 
different economic facets of the FWC as a unique sport mega-event to provide stakeholders, 
media, and public opinion with an objective and detailed estimate of its impact.  

Fig. 1.2. Mapping of all the effects of the FWC and CT stimuli on the global economy 

 
Source: OpenEconomics 

The study contains a broad review of the literature allowing the reader to appreciate the 
complexity of the issues involved and the depth and diversity of the problems addressed.  

The analysis reflects the points of view of the hosting economies (government, enterprises, and 
citizens) and the global community (value chains, audience, and environment). 

The evaluations cover two periods: (1) the mid-term, including the actual events and their 
preparation, and (2) the long term, during the ten years following the events. 

The evaluation procedures followed five steps:  

1. Identification of FWC (financial and non-financial) demand and supply shocks to the 
economic system (Fig. 1.1). 

2. Identification of all the effects produced by these shocks (Fig. 1.2). 

3. Selection of a set of KPIs to measure the potential effects (Fig. 1.3). 

4. Selection of a suitable set of methodologies and model building (Fig. 1.4). 

5. KPIs estimation, sensitivity analysis and outcomes interpretation. 
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Fig. 1.3. Mapping of the KPIs selected to quantify the FWC and CT effect on the global economy 

 
Source: OpenEconomics 

All the metrics used to quantify the KPIs comply with the relevant international standards, 
allowing the results to be comparable with the effects of alternative policies and investments 
and with the estimates from other economic impact studies.  

The methodologies comply with the best practices of economic evaluations followed by the 
major multilateral and international institutions, including the World Bank and the European 
Commission. 

Fig. 1.4. Mapping of the methodologies selected to quantify the effects on the global economy  

 
Source: OpenEconomics 
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2. FOOTBALL INDUSTRY TRENDS 
AND FIFA REFORM PROPOSAL  

EMERGING TRENDS IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS 

According to Research & Markets1, the global sports market reached a value of nearly 388.3 B 
USD in 2020, having increased at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 3.4% since 2015. The 
market declined from 458.8 B USD in 2019 to 388.3 B USD in 2020 at a rate of -15.4%.  

The decline is mainly due to lockdown and social distancing norms imposed by national 
governments, causing economic slowdown across countries owing to the COVID-19 outbreak. 
The market expects to reach 599.9 B USD by 2025 and 826.0 B USD by 2030. An analogous 
negative impact affected the football industry. Based on Deloitte Annual Review of Football 
Finance 2021, the European football market contracted by 13% in 2019/20, as overall revenues 
fell by 4.1 B USD to 28.0 B USD. 

Before the Pandemic, the sports industry evolved continuously to adapt to the social and 
technological changes that occurred gradually and predictably. Together with transitory effects, 
such as the drastic decline in revenues from which the global sports business is slowly 
recovering, the crisis triggered by Covid 19 has led to profound and irreversible changes in 
consumer habits and has drastically accelerated the evolutionary scenario. Consequently, 
sports clubs, federations, media companies, textile manufacturers, sport services providers, 
and betting companies are paying increasing attention to future scenarios and improving agility 
in the decision process to mitigate risks. 

Global market trends are driving the sports industry into a new era characterized by 
technological changes (based on mobility and digital), demographic (with a decline in average 
age accelerated by pandemic-induced harvesting), business models, and consumption habits 
(both strongly conditioned by social distancing and the new risk of latent lockdown). 

The following list summarizes the main trends in the sports industry based on recent analysis 
from Nielsen2, Deloitte3, McKinsey & Company4 , and others. 

▪ Profound and rapid changes in the media landscape 

Perhaps the biggest question for the sports business today is whether revenues from media 
rights will survive the ongoing disruption broadcasting business. The traditional TV industry 
model is under pressure from many angles, including low-priced over-the-top (OTT) media 

 
1 Research & Markets: Sports Global Market Report 2021: COVID-19 Impact and Recovery to 2030 – link 

2 Nielsen: Sports 2020 commercial trends - link 

3 Deloitte: Sport industry outlook 2021 - link 

4 McKinsey & Company: Sporting goods 2021: The next normal for an industry in flux - link 

https://www.globenewswire.com/fr/news-release/2021/03/18/2195540/28124/en/Global-Sports-Market-Report-2021-to-2030-COVID-19-Impact-and-Recovery.html
https://nielsensports.com/nielsen-sports-2020-commercial-trends/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/sports-business-trends-disruption.html
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/sporting-goods-2021-the-next-normal-for-an-industry-in-flux
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services, tech giants entrance, consolidation of traditional broadcasters, and new direct-
to-consumer (D2C) models inducing uncertainty in right holders’ decision process. 

▪ The quick growth of the E-Sport business 

As competitive video games continue to integrate into popular culture, global investors, 
brands, media outlets, and consumers are all paying attention to the rise in popularity of E-
sports. The global E-sports audience will grow up to 474 million in 2021, with revenues from 
competitive gaming set to be just shy of 1,1 B USD by the end of 2020, according to market 
researcher Newzoo5.  

The rise in E-sports audience represents a year-on-year (YoY) growth of 8.7%. Specifically, 
E-sports enthusiasts – recorded as those who watch competitive gaming more than once a 
month – will account for just under half of the overall figure, up 8.7% YoY to 234 million. 
Games publishers play a more active role in building businesses around the E-sports scenes 
related to their titles. E-sports adopted similar revenue-generating models of traditional 
sports and will remain one of the most dynamic global media and entertainment industry 
sectors for the following years. Most dynamic traditional sports will adopt e-sports 
innovations, particularly for fan engagement models, live streaming, and the event 
experience. While it is still a relatively nascent market, its audience continuously grows, 
generating high expectations for potential game publishers and broadcasters. 

▪ Content is key to sports fan engagement 

Live sport delivered via television screens remains the core sports media product. However, 
much of the battles for audience attention, hearts, and minds are happening elsewhere 
today. As the quality, volume, and variety of content increase, it will be harder and harder for 
traditional tv broadcasters to cut through. Sports and media must experiment with new 
technologies such as voice activation, VR, AR, and chatbots to protect their relevance. 
Digital media will continually give birth to new influencers and publishers, appealing to 
different generations and segments of the audience. Rightsholders will explore ways of 
monetizing the new types of content through sponsorship and subscription products. 

▪ From sponsorship to partnership 

Sponsorships are evolving into richer, two-way relationships, with the market already 
trending in this direction for a significant time. However, the most successful types of 
sponsorship are true partnerships, which will become more flexible and tailored and include 
more value-in-kind. Rightsholders will increase their investments in digital content and 
activation capabilities to engage fans, collect data, and attract sponsors. 

▪ Rising of women’s sports 

While women’s sports continue to face challenges, including minor prize money, lower 
broadcast figures, and lower attendance, their momentum is growing, opening 
opportunities for creating new revenue streams through professional leagues, sponsorship, 

 
5 Newzoo 2021 Global Esports and Live Streaming Market Report- link 

https://newzoo.com/insights/trend-reports/newzoos-global-esports-live-streaming-market-report-2021-free-version/
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and increased ticket sales. Women are also attracting an increasing number of top spenders 
and supporters. The rising of women’s Football can be witnessed by the constant growth of 
young female practitioners worldwide6, meaning that Football is finally overcoming its 
gender barriers and becoming a truly global sport. Higher exposure of women’s Football will 
further boost increasing audience and practitioners, fostering a remarkably profitable 
market. 

▪ From traditional sport to other forms of entertainment 

Switching from sports to other forms of mass entertainment is primarily the product of 
social and demographic changes, as literature research suggests that new Generation Z is 
less interested in traditional sports7. These sports take up too much of their time, boring 
most of them, and without sufficiently defining their identity. Hence, non-traditional sports, 
such as adventure sports, e-sports, and spin-offs of existing sports, are growing faster than 
traditional ones. This trend is likely to accelerate, as Covid 19 has resulted in many people 
choosing to engage in sports where social distance is guaranteed, and contacts are 
avoidable. While some outdoor sports such as golf and tennis seem to rejuvenate again, it 
will be tough to regain their old dominant position for traditional contact sports. 

▪ Stadiums are likely to reduce seating capacity 

What do stadium and club owners want is the big question. Are they going for high 
volume/low margin or low volume/high margin? Everything points to the latter choice right 
now, and Covid 19 seems to accelerate this trend. Newly built stadiums have already started 
to reduce seating capacity to guarantee more safety and a better customer experience for 
fans.  

Specifically, next-generation stadiums are designed to provide wider engagement 
opportunities and can be easily adapted for hosting different events, including other sports 
or other entertainment products. Moreover, many collateral facilities and services are being 
incorporated in stadiums, such as museums, restaurants, stores, etc. By offering a wide 
array of services, the average spending of the future fan will increase at the expense of live 
audience and stadium capacity.  

▪ Sustainability and Inclusiveness 

Recent years have witnessed a remarkable cultural shift in the climate change narrative8. 
Growing consciousness among consumers and mounting scepticism concerning the merits 
of capitalism have been impossible to ignore, with policymakers, big corporations, and 

 

6 FIGC: Report on women’s and girls’ football - link  

   FIFpro: Lifting up women's professional football - link  

   FIFA: Women’s football survey – link 
7 Nielsen sports: rethinking sports experiences for generation z – link 

8 IOC: Sustainability through sport – link 

 FIFA Climate Strategy builds on long-standing commitment to sustainability – link 

https://www.figc.it/en/national-teams/news/the-development-strategy-for-women-s-football-2021-2025-gravina-our-tomorrow-now/
https://www.fifpro.org/en/industry/raising-our-game-launched
https://www.fifa.com/media-releases/fifa-publishes-first-ever-comprehensive-analysis-of-the-elite-women-s-football-l
https://www.nielsen.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2019/12/game-changer-gen-z-sports-report-2019.pdf
https://europa.eu/capacity4dev/file/11362/download?token=30hdyBEV
https://www.fifa.com/news/fifa-climate-strategy-builds-on-long-standing-commitment-to-sustainability
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mainstream media jointly recognizing the need to address the issue of climate change 
collectively and with urgency.  

“Building back better” is an opportunity to implement a new development concept and is 
reshaping the relations between governments and the private sector. In a globalized world, 
the purpose of development cannot be limited to aggregate growth. Instead, it must aim to 
reduce global inequalities and achieve sustainability and resilience in the face of global and 
pervasive risks.  

Post Covid19 recovery plans in most countries and regions of the world focus on much-
needed public investment in infrastructure and technologies, often with a professed 
emphasis on «green» transition and ambitious objectives on mitigating climate changes. 
However, they tend to neglect two critical points: 

1. a new model of green and inclusive development cannot succeed without 
transformative changes in consumption and production patterns, 

2. these changes cannot occur unless crucial turning points are reached for private 
incentives and their alignment to shared goals.  

Sports are a resource increasingly and closely linked to sustainability and inclusiveness. 
Together with governments and mainstream media, marketing and communication 
strategies may also be critical instruments for raising awareness on positive environmental 
and social externalities accomplished by sports. 

EVOLUTION OF THE FOOTBALL INDUSTRY 

The first official football competition between national representative selections was held 
during the 1908 Summer Olympics in London. FIFA took responsibility for hosting and managing 
the tournament at the 1920 Summer Olympics, whereas in the 1924 Parisian Summer Olympics, 
the first global football championship took place.  

Following the success of the 1924 Olympic Football Tournament, FIFA decided to stage its own 
world championship and opted for Uruguay as its first host country. The first match took place 
in the brand-new Estadio Centenario in Montevideo on 18 July 1930. It was the beginning of a new 
era in world football. 

Without sounding too triumphalist, we can recall with some fondness that since those glorious 
days of almost a century ago, Football has flourished worldwide with new evolving tournaments 
and competitions, which are constantly expanding in terms of participants and number of 
matches. Nowadays, professional football accounts for more than 150 leagues, 4415 clubs, and 
roughly 130.000 professional footballers9. 

In terms of the relative share of total matches held over a 4-years cycle in international 
tournaments, FIFA has a residual position, even decreasing from 1.9% in 1996-1999 to the current 
1.7%. In contrast, the rest of the world reached more than 98.3%. This estimation includes the 
FIFA Club World Cup matches and the approved increase from 64 to 80 for the FWC ones. Around 

 
9 FIFA landscape - link 

https://landscape.fifa.com/
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2,000 NTs friendly matches (for the 2023-2026 period) are excluded from the comparative 
analysis.  

Fig. 2.1. Evolution of international tournaments as shares of the total and number of matches in 4 years 

 
Source: Elaboration by OpenEconomics on official data from Football Confederations and MAs 

The match trend highlights the evolving nature of football competitions, which during the last 
decades have changed to respond to market emerging trends and to adapt the quality of the 
product for football fans. However, transformative changes are still needed to meet the present 
and future challenges of a rapidly changing demographic, social, and cultural landscape.  

Restructuring the international match calendar appears necessary to respond to changing 
expectations by fostering innovation and increasing the product quality of the entire football 
value chain. 

The financial shock generated by the COVID-19 emergency and the uncertain post-pandemic 
scenario characterized by the growing competition from emerging sports and alternative 
entertainment products (such as videogames and esports) is projecting the football industry into 
a new evolutionary phase.  
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To address the noise produced by the myriad of micro-events crowding the media arena, it is 
crucial to focus on technology and top events, both at the level of clubs and national teams. The 
key is to leverage football engagement to create unique moments of collective enjoyment 
capable of attracting a critical mass of spectators by generating immediate profits and endless 
benefits in terms of the loyalty of enthusiasts and the involvement of practitioners. 

In this scenario, a structural change introducing a higher share of more engaging matches would 
help boost fan engagement and loyalty, fostering competitiveness and market attractiveness. 
To this aim, the FWC, as the most iconic global sporting event, emerges as a fundamental asset 
for the football industry and a crucial element for its competitive strategy.  

The FIFA proposal analyzed in this study (the Reform) points to developing the entire value chain, 
increasing resiliency, and strengthening Football as the most significant sport in the global 
entertainment industry.  

The main features of the proposed International Match Calendar are the following: 

▪ Biennial frequency for the FWC 

▪ Biennial frequency for Confederation Tournaments 

▪ IMC grouped in 3 windows per year (October, November, and March), allowing eight games 
per MA (3 + 3 + 2), in addition to the potential two preparation matches before every final 
tournament (end of May/early June). 
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3. IMPACT OF THE FWC AND  
CALENDAR REFORM EFFECTS 

MAIN NARRATIVE AND KEY ASPECTS 

The literature review on the economic and social impact of the FWC celebrates modern football 
as a global opportunity for innovation and diffusion in the participatory consumption of public 
goods10. 

The impact of the FWC has both macro and microeconomic facets. As an object of cultural 
economics, it also includes the emotions created by unusual physiological states associated 
with physical challenges and dictated by standard social codes of art and leisure consumption.  

Both local and global economies and crowds are involved in modern international sport, and the 
FWC, together with the Olympics, can be considered the most relevant planetary cultural event. 
But, unlike any other sports event, the FWC has an encompassing impact that depends on its 
celebration as the pinnacle of a myriad of matches composing a never-stopping augmented 
reality that pervades the narratives of the sports universe (or metaverse).  

The global impact of the FWC includes economy and human development, technology 
innovation, and altered states (such as emotion and excitement) within an expanding cultural 
space as an ultimate popular experience. 

According to FIFA, a record of almost 4 billion people (more than a half of the world population) 
watched the 2018 World Cup Russia11.  

More than its consumer characteristics and organizational features, these figures suggest that 
the economic impact of the FWC is not trivially attributable to its direct effects on the economy 
of the host country or, indirectly, to the spillovers on the participant teams. Indeed, the effects 
of the FWC are primarily the result of a socially relevant exchange relationship between the 
individual and the mega-event, which is constantly negotiated.  

Recent studies12 highlight how this relationship is based on realized and perceived rationality, 
satisfaction, reciprocity, and social justice components. 

 
10 Boyle, R. and Haynes, R. (2017) The Global Event? The Media, Football and the FIFA World Cup. In: L. 

Wenner and A. Billings (Eds) Sport, Media and Mega-Events. New York: Routledge. - link 

11 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia: Global broadcast and audience summary - link  
12 Scandizzo, P. L., & Pierleoni, M. R. (2018). Assessing the Olympic games: The economic impact and 

beyond. Journal of economic surveys - link 

http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/138764/
https://digitalhub.fifa.com/m/2589b77c20849beb/original/njqsntrvdvqv8ho1dag5-pdf.pdf
https://ideas.repec.org/a/bla/jecsur/v32y2018i3p649-682.html
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While most economic studies concern the local impact of the FWC as an event mainly affecting 
the host country, some of the literature has looked at more universal aspects of a global sporting 
mega-event13 attracting a broader audience via international media14.  

Box 2.1. Some peculiarity of the football industry 

Source: OpenEconomics 

 
13 Müller, M. (2015). What makes an event a mega-event? Definitions and sizes. Leisure studies. - link  
14 Roche, M. (1992). Mega-Events and Micro-Modernization: On the Sociology of the New Urban 

Tourism. The British Journal of Sociology. - link 

FOOTBALL AS CULTURAL GOOD 

More than any other sport, the football industry is characterized by superstars 
polarization effects, with very high incomes of a few lucky players, coaches, and teams. 
The market economy is not new to these extreme aspects of concentration of income. 
Still, the football superstars show unique features, which amplify, and in a certain sense, 
cast a new light on inequalities, rewards, and penalties linked to the talent and human 
capital. 

The football game represents a form of entertainment that goes beyond the mere 
exercise of a very popular sport, and that captures the imagination of vast crowds of fans, 
spectators, or even simple witnesses. Rather than a form of entertainment, Football 
seems to incorporate the cultural traits of modernity of the modern "network economy", 
turning the sports into a state of cultural enjoyment between reality and fiction, with 
endless ramifications, strong and weak ties, in an increasingly complex and shared 
network of relationships. These relationships are increasingly governed by new economy 
rules, where hyper-connectivity generates many contradictions: more inclusion and 
more inequality, more communication between distant poles and higher local insulation, 
more social integration and more significant dangers of racism, in a kind of extreme 
metaphor of the contemporary society and its increasing conflicts. 

From an economic point of view, as a sport and a spectacle, Football is a cultural activity 
based on endogenous heroic narratives, which together seem to lie behind new 
mythologies related to the cult of skills and techniques, apparently useless, but 
emblematic of value creation in an economic system dedicated to the production of 
utilities. Although derived from how they can generate the value of the show that they 
help to stage, the value attributed to players seems to go beyond the mere instrumentality 
of a professional contribution to an industrial process. As in the case of the arts, 
especially for the higher segment of the market, it seems to precede and govern the 
industrial process itself. The football cult, in effect, is a sort of religious practice, with its 
states of devotion and periodic high-frequency celebrations, where players and teams 
often appear as semi-gods who are both the object of a collective cult and the subject of 
a “show that must go on”. As a unique combination of athletic prowess, emotion building 
and everyday heroism, Football provides the perfect recipe for an engaging, fascinating, 
exciting product in a continuously expanding global cultural market. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/02614367.2014.993333?needAccess=true
https://doi.org/10.2307/591340
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The relationship of the FWC as a mega-event with the media is pervasive. Not only in the sense 
that it dominates entertainment but also because its link with advertising and promotion 
messages that refer to the FWC is so ubiquitous that they are practically impossible to avoid, 
according to the pattern that Whannel15 calls vortextual: all-consuming and culturally 
hegemonic.  

The dramatic growth of the audiences of the FWC reflects the expansion of television and 
related digital media. Unlike other mega-events, the FWC builds its appeal on the consumers’ 
familiarity with the athletes exhibiting themselves continuously in live and televised 
performances that are part of everyday reality.  

This point of view casts some light on the economic significance of the FWC in a way that 
transcends the usual evaluations and suggests an entirely different angle to estimate economic 
impact.  

FWC AS INNOVATION BOOSTER 

As an accelerator of technological innovations, the FWC displays one of its more crucial sources 
of scale economies. The capacity of the FWC to test and apply new technologies by expanding 
reality and innovations is far beyond the reach of local tournaments and clubs. A few key 
landmarks of the intersection of the FWC with technological development can be outlined, 
emphasizing joint accomplishments in process and product innovation.  

Media technology and FWC can indeed be considered partners in an experiment of 
communication that was also a long-term project of adaptive design. In other words, the FIFA 
aggregating factor and its innovation power increase the appetite for global fruition for Football 
as the ultimate “experience good”. For instance, the Eurovision links proved successful in 
relaying live transmissions across Europe during the World Cup Finals from Sweden. 
Consequently, symbiotic relationships between broadcasters and FWC organizers emerged. The 
1966 FWC proved to be a landmark event in manipulating the image and televised football 
conventions. It was the first broadcast event to be transmitted to South America (Mexico) via 
satellite16.  

THE MOST EVIDENT EFFECTS OF THE FWC IN THE LITERATURE 

The evaluation of the impact of the FWC differs from similar exercises on other sports events 
because of its unique feature of being part and parcel and, in some sense, a synthesis of a global 
show and popular cult.  

In this context, the benefits of the FWC can still be traced to a broad concept of increasing 
wellbeing and enduring legacies. Still, these concepts must be somewhat resized and redirected 
to consider the higher resonance of Football as a continuous show.  

 
15 Whannel, G. (2001). Media Sport Stars: Masculinities and Moralities (1st ed.). Routledge. – link  

16 Boyle, R. and Haynes, R. (2017) The Global Event? The Media, Football and the FIFA World Cup. In: L. 
Wenner and A. Billings (Eds) Sport, Media and Mega-Events. New York: Routledge. - link 

https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203996263
http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/138764/
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Direct costs and benefits depend on the realization of an extraordinary event, but indirect 
benefits and costs must be themselves considered within a broader view because of higher 
global linkages and external effects such as advancements in technology and impacts on the 
environment that the events may be brought about.  

FWC legacies include a complex and differentiated set of impacts on the host cities, regions, 
and countries. Still, global legacies also loom large, with effects that can be physical, economic, 
environmental, social, cultural, psychological, political, and even ideological. As far as benefits 
are concerned, it is possible to identify the following types: 

▪ General Impact 

The FWC mainly affects the host country, whose international profile is directly affected by 
winning the bid to organize the games and the attention received before, during, and after 
its completion. The FWC benefits are thus broadly seen as the spread of an economic 
stimulus to aggregate demand, consequent spillover on a more extensive land base, and 
investment attraction in the host country.  

Positive impacts from the demand and the supply side are expected from increased tourism 
spurred by the higher appeal of the destination and the enduring effect of better hotel and 
restaurant facilities, including technological innovations of the tourist value chain, 
increases in GDP, trade, employment, and other indicators of wellbeing.  

▪ Infrastructural benefits and urban renewal  

The FWC activates a bulk of constructions concerning the stadiums essentially, with minor 
emphasis on public transportation and other infrastructure.  

The broad region involved in the event, even more widening given the emerging co-hosting 
format, is at the base of a greater focus on daring architectures, investment in technology, 
and innovations from the private sector, also including different types of structural and 
functional investments improving the daily life and creating a significant legacy for 
tourism17. 

▪ Economic benefits 

The literature presents a mixed picture for the evaluation of economic benefits. Since the 
FWC is essentially a media event, significant and globally distributed economic benefits can 
be attributed to consumers (increased consumer surplus) and producers (TV rights, 
sponsorships, and advertising). Despite their relevance, these essential components are 
played down or absent in most impact studies, revealing a lack of a global point of view or 
perhaps a fear of double-counting financial and economic benefits from commercial 
revenues.  

 
17 Chalkley, B., & Essex, S. (1999). Urban development through hosting international events: a history of the 

Olympic Games. Planning perspectives, 14(4), 369-394. - link 

https://www.academia.edu/4253273/Olympics_and_Other_Mega_Events_As_a_Tool_For_Urban_Development?auto=download
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The second layer of benefits derives from the FWC as a sports tourism event that generates 
a substantial economic boost for the host country18.  

▪ Communication benefits 

Football figures prominently in the internet economy, where information flows into the 
network like a river that overwhelms every obstacle. The proliferation of informal networks 
and the nature of storytelling of Football as a social parable contributes to a situation of 
creative fluidity where it is increasingly difficult to reconcile the regime of private property 
with the creativity freely expressed by the myriad protagonists of the net. 

▪ Psychological benefits 

Many studies have shown how hosting a mega-event can create a sense of enthusiasm and 
pride among the local population by giving an impression of community and unity that can 
transcend even social and ideological divisions19. Support for hosting the FWC in South 
Africa, for example, appeared to be magnified by the positive political narrative of the nation 
as a democracy successfully emerging from the challenge of constructing a multiracial 
society. 

▪ Geopolitical benefits 

Because sport is the ultimate unifying issue of open societies and Football the only truly 
global game, the FWC puts countries on the spot and forces them to face their 
achievements and shortcomings. The FWC may also positively impact public policies with 
unprecedented forms of cooperation within the public authorities’ network and between 
them and the private sector20. 

▪ Environmental benefits 

The mega-events inherently imply new construction and additional environmental 
pressures due to increased traffic, water consumption, and waste generation. 
Nevertheless, they bring many ecological benefits, such as new standards in the 
construction industry, renewable energy, cleaner technologies, and improvement in water 
and waste management. In Qatar, the new stadium building aimed to secure energy 
efficiency and low emissions and set new standards for architectures aimed at large 
audiences and technological connectivity. 

▪ Controversial effect: the unfair distribution of benefits 

For the Olympics and other city-centered events, this effect is less pronounced for the FWC 
because of the lower urban concentration and the greater resonance of the FWC with the 

 

18 Ritchie, B., & Adair, D. (2002). The growing recognition of sport tourism - link 
19 Bull and Lovell 2007; Deccio and Baloglu 2002; Fredline 2005; Gursoy and Kendall 2006; Gursoy and 

Rutherford 2004; Kim, Gursoy, and Lee 2006; Preuss and Solberg 2006; Yoon, Gursoy, and Chen 2001) 

20 Furrer, P. (2002). Sustainable Olympic Games. Bollettino della Società Geografica Italiana- link 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13683500208667903
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.603.5959&rep=rep1&type=pdf
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working class due to the popular appeal of Football. However, several urban studies suggest 
that all renovation programs can be discriminatory, and this remains a general socio-
economic issue that is mainly unresolved in most countries. 

However, the benefits described above should not obscure the risks and pitfalls on the path to 
success. Even though the lighter territorial concentration of the FWC tends to mitigate its 
overall impact, some of the most significant adverse effects that the FWC can have on the host 
countries are similar to those more extensively surveyed for the Olympics. 

Examining the positive and negative effects of sport mega-events is part of a more general 
framework, pointing to a deeper analysis of the issue. A critical aspect concerns their legacy in 
general and its persistence in terms of positive and negative effects (tangible and intangible). 
The challenge for governments and leading parties is to leave a positive and permanent legacy 
to the host country. Intangible heritage includes the possible boost to country reputation 
created by the aura of the FWC, the greater visibility of its natural and cultural attractions for 
tourists, and many other features that go beyond the perceivable and immediate effects of 
holding the mega-event.  

More generally, the notion of legacy increasingly applies to the environmental, social, and 
governance (ESG) principles, fostered by the global event through an enduring experience that 
enhances the ethical aspect of the international competition as a factor contributing to 
sustainable world development.  

 

IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MAIN OUTCOMES 

The present chapter analyses the most relevant socio-economic effects induced by the FWC 
from a global and local perspective.  

The analysis mainly focuses on the following dimensions: 

1. Investments in public and private infrastructures and other production facilities. 

2. Reinvestments of the FIFA revenues in the global football economy. 

3. Increase in the worldwide demand for the football product. 

METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS 

The analysis aims to assess the direct and indirect socio-economic impact on the global 
economy resulting from the FWC and Continental Tournaments (CT) related investments in the 
short and the long term. 
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To this end, the most updated release of the World Input-Output table (WIOT)21, published by the 
World Input-Output Database (WIOD), has been employed. Such database covers the 
transactions between industries and final users across 43 countries, for each of which a 56 
sectors disaggregation, classified according to the International Standard Industrial 
Classification (ISIC Rev. 4), is considered. Data for the remaining countries have been included 
in a “rest of the world” account. 

The simulation period covers 16 years, divided into four cycles of 4 years each. 

Tab 3.1. Hypothetical calendar for different scenarios22. 

 
Source: OpenEconomics  

 
21 Timmer, M. P., Dietzenbacher, E., Los, B., Stehrer, R. and de Vries, G. J. (2015), "An Illustrated User Guide 

to the World Input–Output Database: the Case of Global Automotive Production", Review of International 
Economics. - link 

22 F indicates final phase and Q the qualifications. For FWCs, the hypothetical hosting region is reported. 

https://econpapers.repec.org/RePEc:bla:reviec:v:23:y:2015:i:3:p:575-605
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The analysis considers the following scenarios:  

1. No Reform: follows the current framework, differing only in the number of participants to the 
FWC (from 32 to 48). 

2. FWC Reform: in each cycle, the FWC is doubled, while the existing CT are shifted to odd years. 

3. FWC + CT Reform: in addition to the increase of FWC tournaments, the quadrennial CT is 
played every two years. 

Each cycle is built to end in the year of the FWC. 

Conventionally, the new IMC starts from the potential year of implementation of the Reform 
(2027-2030 cycle), presenting typological events based on a non-overlapping principle between 
the final stages of the FWC and those of the CT. The no reform scenario (1) follows the business-
as-usual framework of the football cups for national teams (NTs), considering the FWC transition 
from 32 to 48 national teams in the competition. 

As for the calendar of FWC Only scenario (2), which considers the FWC reform solely, besides 
doubling the number of FWC per cycle, the CT played on even years are shifted to the precedent 
odd year to avoid any possibility of overlapping.  

The frequency of each CT remains unchanged. In model simulations, the additional FWCs were 
allocated per continent according to a principle of fair rotation. It should be emphasized that this 
allocation is conventional and has the sole purpose of building a reasonable but non-binding 
scenario for the preliminary quantification of potential socio-economic impacts. 

Finally, in the FWC + CT Reform scenario (3), the frequencies of UEFA Euro, CONMEBOL Copa 
America, and AFC Cup of Nations will double. At the same time, CONCACAF Gold Cup and CAF 
AFCON (already biennial) remain unchanged.  

ECONOMIC STIMULI 

For each of the above scenarios, the direct, indirect, and induced effects of the FWC on the local 
and global economy are imputable to three main economic changes23 originated by the event: 

A. Preparation + Event: FWC originates different demand shocks in the preparation and 
tournament period. Public and private investments are activated during the preparation 
period to build and renew the required facilities (mainly sport and transport infrastructures) 
and increment productive capacity (for tourism services). In the tournament period, the 
costs are primarily associated with the event operative expenses and the increase in 
consumption related to the boost in tourism flow. 

B. Reinvestment programs: the FWC is responsible for both demand and supply shocks 
through the reinjection of FIFA revenues in Education and Development programs activated 
by expanding the revenues. Such programs are carried out by directly financing local 
projects and supporting parallel investments. 

 
23 Autonomous changes are defined in economics by variations of key variables as a consequence of 

external decisions not dependent on current economic trends and/or cycles.  
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C. Consumptions: a significant autonomous change originating from the FWC is the increase 
in the global demand for the products of the football value chain, modeled as an increase in 
consumption of broadcasting activities and purchase electronic devices needed to access 
such services. 

A relevant part of the potential economic impact of the Reform comes from the activation of 
infrastructural investment projects in countries hosting the tournament. Indeed, to host a sport 
mega-event such as the FWC or a CT, the organizing country must ensure an adequate set of 
sports and mobility infrastructures. The relative investments can be considered an opportunity 
to renew a set of strategic facilities, delivering a long-term increase of durable public goods and 
population wellbeing. At the same time, the tournament gets the spotlight on the hosting 
economy, working as a potential increase in the country reputation, fostering foreign tourism 
and investments. Therefore, a remarkable amount of resources may be activated to build 
additional facilities and renew existing ones to welcome the tournament.  

Fig. 3.3. Historical distribution of FIFA Forward funds by region 

 
Source: OpenEconomics elaboration of FIFA data 

Concerning reinvestment programs, as a no-profit organization, part of the revenues generated 
by FIFA with the World Cup are redistributed through its Development and Education programs. 
These reinvestment policies allow FIFA to implement tailor-made development projects to 
provide necessary sports infrastructure, promote football cultural values and advance women’s 
Football globally.  

Between 2016 and 2022, through the Development and Education programs, FIFA contributed to 
the realization of more than 1,500 projects all over the world, for a gross worth of 2 B USD. Such 
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reinvestment policy is planned to increase as the level of revenues per cycle increases, going 
from 2.3 B USD per cycle in the no-reform scenario to 5.1 B USD with the Reform24.  

Tab. 3.2. Total resource injections by stimulus and scenario 

 
Source: OpenEconomics elaboration on data sources (FIFA, UEFA and other confederations, others) 

The last dimension considered in the analysis is the increase in the worldwide demand for the 
football product by consumers, driven mainly by:  

1. an increase in spending on digital equipment, access the broadcasting services and cope with 
the latest technologies. 

2. an increase in spending for the broadcasting services, determined by a slight increase in the 
service price and an increase in potential customers. 

Tab. 3.3. Total resource injections by region and scenario 

  
Source: OpenEconomics elaboration on data sources (FIFA, UEFA and other confederations, others) 

 
24 Based on FIFA projection over a four-year cycle without considering prize money.  

Values in B USD  NO REFORM  FWC REFORM 
 FWC + CT 
REFORM 

PREPARATION + EVENTS 25.8                       40.2                       45.5                       

REINVESTMENT PROGRAMS 9.1                          16.4                        18.7                        

CONSUMPTION 4.5                         7.6                          8.4                         

Total 39.4                      64.2                      72.5                      

Values in B USD  NO REFORM  FWC REFORM 
 FWC + CT 
REFORM 

ASIA 10.7                        16.8                        20.6                       

EUROPE 3.4                         4.9                         4.9                         

AFRICA 9.7                          10.8                        13.7                        

SOUTH AMERICA 9.4                         21.0                        22.5                       

NORTH AMERICA 6.2                         10.7                        10.8                        

Total 39.4                      64.2                      72.5                      
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Indeed, the higher number of games played would likely generate a higher total production cost 
for the broadcaster. Even though economies of scale would attenuate the effect, this is most 
likely reflected in the product price increase.  

At the same time, the Reform is expected to increase the quality of the whole football product, 
determining a subsequent autonomous rise in demand, both from the acquisition of new 
consumers and the consumption growth of consolidated fans.  

Tab. 3.2 and 3.3 report in synthesis the expenditure breakdown by stimulus and geography 
obtained by developing the typological expenses described above according to the calendars of 
the three different scenarios. 

MAIN OUTCOMES 

The analysis developed in the study aims to assess the impact of different scenarios of FWC 
celebration and performance directly and indirectly produced by the described stimuli. 

The simulations cover four complete 4-year cycles, each terminating with the FWC. The 
simulated scenarios attempt to estimate the global macroeconomic effects generated by the 
FWC and the NT continental tournaments organization in a generic 16-years period. 

Tab. 3.4. Total socio-economic impact on the host and global economies  

 
Source: OpenEconomics 

Table 3.4 reports the comprehensive results of the socio-economic impact analysis of all the NT 
tournaments under different scenarios. Assuming an interest rate of 4% and a counterfactual 
scenario without any substitute event of comparable scope and scale, in the absence of the 
Reform the resource injections attributable to the FWC are estimated to generate, within the 16 
years of the four years cycle, around 100 B USD of GDP in net present value (an average of 6.25 B 
USD per year circa) and more than 1 million additional full-time jobs worldwide. 

 

GDP JOBS TAX GDP JOBS TAX GDP JOBS TAX

B USD K FTE B USD B USD K FTE B USD B USD K FTE B USD

ASIA 35.1             390.0         1.0               65.9            676.4         1.8               72.6            754.1          2.0              

EUROPE 29.2            308.7         0.8              43.7            455.2         1.2               52.3            544.0         1.5               

SOUTH AMERICA 12.1             137.8          0.3              15.4             181.5           0.4              18.5             214.3          0.5              

AFRICA 11.8              168.5          0.3              19.4             275.6         0.5              21.4            304.9         0.6              

NORTH AMERICA 11.8              103.7          0.3              17.0             148.5          0.5              17.8             155.5          0.5              

TOTAL 100.0         1,108.7       2.8              161.5          1,737.2      4.5             182.6         1,972.9      5.1               

FWC REFORM FWC + CT REFORMGROWTH BY 
REGION

NO REFORM
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Fig. 3.5. (a and b) Comparison of the impacts from the different scenarios  

Source: OpenEconomics 

In the “FWC Reform scenario” (doubling the frequency of the FWC solely), such impact would 
reach 161 B USD (61% increase), and in the “FWC + CT scenario” (which would also double the CT 
frequencies) the additional GDP would be slightly more than 182 B USD, with almost 2 million 
additional jobs. To get a clearer idea of the benefit size, consider that 180 B USD is the size of the 
annual GDP of countries like Qatar or Algeria, and more than half for countries like Denmark, 
South Africa, Singapore, Chile, and Romania. 

Tab 3.5. Total socio-economic impact by stimulus and scenario 

 
Source: OpenEconomics 

By breaking down the socio-economic effects according to their stimulus sources (tab. 3.5 and 
fig 3.6), it is possible to look at the results from a slightly different perspective: the relative 
contribution of each of the three sources of autonomous change varies according to the 
analyzed scenario.  

 

GDP SHARE GDP SHARE GDP SHARE

B USD % B USD % B USD %

 PREPARATION + EVENT 65.6           65.6% 103.0         63.8% 115.8           63.4%

 REINVESTMENT PROGRAMS 23.2           23.2% 40.3           24.9% 46.9           25.7%

 CONSUMPTIONS 11.2             11.2% 18.2            11.3% 19.9            10.9%

TOTAL 100.0         161.5           182.6          

FWC REFORM FWC + CT REFORMNO REFORMIMPACT BY STIMULUS
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Fig. 3.6. Total socio-economic impact by stimulus and scenario 

 
Source: OpenEconomics 

The observed trend coincides with the increase in relevance of the contribution given by the 
reinvestment of funds carried out by FIFA and the continental confederations. Indeed, its GDP 
share remains lower than the total amount of economic impact activated by the FWC-directly 
related activities. Still, it tends to grow in the two scenarios contemplating the proposed reform 
approval.  

Tab 3.6. Geographical distribution of growth by scenario 

 
Source: OpenEconomics 

GDP SHARE GDP SHARE GDP SHARE

B USD % B USD % B USD %

ASIA 35.13             35.1% 65.93             40.8% 72.61             39.8%

EUROPE 29.20            29.2% 43.73             27.1% 52.29            28.6%

SOUTH AMERICA 12.10              12.1% 15.43             9.6% 18.51              10.1%

AFRICA 11.83              11.8% 19.37              12.0% 21.39             11.7%

NORTH AMERICA 11.78              11.8% 16.99             10.5% 17.83              9.8%

TOTAL 100.04         161.45           182.64          

GEOGRAPHICAL 
DISTRIBUTION OF
GROWTH 

NO REFORM FWC REFORM FWC + CT REFORM
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It is worth mentioning that this reinjection of resources in the economy is quite different from 
the demand-driven effects from the event and its preparation: while the latter are the result of 
the investment shock created by the building of infrastructures (e.g., stadiums, transportation, 
etc.), as well as of tourist and accommodation facilities in preparation for the FWC, and are thus 
measured through standard economic KPIs, the true impact of investments in development and 
education is instead a supply-side effect and can only be partially measured through the usual 
metrics.  

Tab 3.7. Percentage growth by region and scenario 

 
Source: OpenEconomics 

The benefits generated by these funds are primarily non-monetary. They can be identified with 
the enhanced quality of life of people involved in the programs generated by the fund 
expenditures. 

Model simulations results can be finally observed by focusing on the geographical distribution of 
GDP impact and how these changes in different scenarios (tab 3.6).  

The primary trend consists of an increase of the Asian additional GDP share as the Reform (in 
both its variants) is implemented; conversely, other Continents shares tend to be reduced 
compared to the “No reform” scenario.  

The only exception is Africa, whose share slightly increases with the FWC reform but shrinks 
again in the case of a CT reform.  

  

NUMBER OF 

TOURNAMENTS
GDP

NUMBER OF 

TOURNAMENTS
GDP Growth

NUMBER OF 

TOURNAMENTS
GDP Growth

# B USD # B USD % # B USD %

ASIA 5 35.13                6 65.93                87.7% 10 72.61                 106.7%

EUROPE 5 29.20              6 43.73                49.8% 10 52.29                79.1%

SOUTH AMERICA 5 12.10                5 15.43                27.5% 9 18.51                  53.0%

AFRICA 9 11.83                 10 19.37                 63.7% 10 21.39                 80.8%

NORTH AMERICA 8 11.78                 9 16.99                44.2% 9 17.83                 51.4%

TOTAL 32 100.04            36 161.45              48 182.64              

GROWTH 
BY REGION

NO REFORM FWC REFORM FWC + CT REFORM
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Fig. 3.7. Geographical distribution of growth by scenario 

 
Source: OpenEconomics  

Therefore, the FWC Reform scenario appears to have more beneficial redistribution effects 
since GDP shares in Africa and Asia would increase compared to other continents. If CT 
frequencies were also doubled, a redistributive effect would be partially reabsorbed. Very likely, 
in the case of a comprehensive reform, the new European Cup would capture most of the extra 
GDP generated by the new CTs. 

Tab 3.8. The distribution between advanced and developing economies by scenario 

 
Source: OpenEconomics  

These dynamics can be well explained by looking at the percentage GDP increase of Africa and 
Asia: concerning the no reform scenario, these two continents experience the two most 
significant percentage GDP increases (88% and 64%, tab. 3.7 and fig 3.7). In case of an additional 
CT reform, although Asia and Africa would still be the best performers in relative terms, the 
European continent would fill most of the gap in terms of percentage growth, almost reaching 
the same rate as Africa.  

NUMBER OF 

TOURNAMENT

S

GDP
NUMBER OF 

TOURNAMENTS
GDP D%

NUMBER OF 

TOURNAMENTS
GDP D%

# B USD # B USD % # B USD %

DEVELOPED 13 40.98            15 60.72       32.1% 19 70.13          35.3%

DEVELOPING 19 59.06            21 100.73     67.9% 29 112.52        64.7%

Total 32 100.04         36 161.45     48 182.64       

FWC REFORM FWC + CT REFORMNO REFORM

GROWTH
BY INCOME
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Fig. 3.8. The distribution between advanced and developing economies by scenario  

 
Source: OpenEconomics  

This result points to an intrinsic redistributive characterization of the FWC compared to a 
continental one. In a more condensed form, table 3.8 and fig 3.8 show how developing countries 
capture most of the additional wealth generated by all the stimuli stemming from the FWC and 
the potential FWC+CT reforms. Again, the main redistributive effect is due to the additional 
FWCs. 

The upshot of this analysis is that the FWC reform would be the proper driver of a good wealth 
redistribution effect, mainly because of its nature, which allows capitalizing on the connectivity 
and interdependence of Football as a global cultural experience. This redistributive effect, even 
if limited, would favour a more balanced and inclusive development in line with international 
sustainable development policies and goals. 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS ON CONSUMER SURPLUS 

Benefits of the FWC from the media 

Benefits from higher GDP, employment, and tax revenues are non-exhaustive when performing 
a broader economic analysis of the FWC impact. A non-negligible share of additional benefits is 
the consequence of the fruition of audio-visive contents on the occasion of the FWC. The 
plurality of individuals watching the event and the producers of related media content and 
commercial services can be considered direct beneficiaries. They are distinguished from 
indirect users, i.e., from those whose benefits (or costs) derive from circumstances that co-
interest them with the effects of the FWC, even though they are, in principle, extraneous to the 
event itself. 

Direct users’ benefits have been estimated using the “consumer surplus” method, namely by 
assessing willingness to pay (in terms of actual sums paid or the opportunity costs of the time 
devoted to the media) net of the costs of time and money sustained by the users. For direct 
consumers, i.e., those who participate in the events as Media users, the benefits obtained with 
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this method are a multiple of the direct costs (purchase and use of multimedia devices) and of 
the opportunity costs of the time spent watching the events on TV or through other multimedia 
devices.  

This kind of benefit applies to a broader set of consumers worldwide. Theoretically, an increase 
in the fruition of broadcasting services alone could constitute a net benefit for society, 
corresponding to their opportunity cost of watching the FWC matches instead of doing 
something different.  

However, it is prudently assumed that such benefits are zero since, despite the enhancement of 
quality and attraction to the TV product brought by the FWC, a certain amount of alternative 
fruition would as well take place in the absence of the FWC. Therefore, the only potential driver 
of a net increase of consumer benefits is an increase in the willingness to pay for audio-visive 
devices or broadcasting services, implying higher demand and higher consumer surplus.  

The value of such benefits depends on the average number of FWC spectators (direct 
consumers), their expected increase in spending due to higher willingness to pay, and the 
demand elasticity with respect to price.  

Benefits of direct participation in the sports events 

Consumers also benefit from direct involvement in FWC matches, as long as their willingness to 
pay for a match goes up compared to a plausible alternative. For a generic FWC event (which 
would likely be replicated in each edition) total receipts from the sale of tickets are prudently 
estimated as around 505 M USD.  

The total economic benefits (to be considered as the difference between willingness to pay and 
effective prices) from ticket sales are estimated at 962 M USD, approximately twice times the 
nominal value of the tickets sold. 

Existence Value of the FIFA World Cup as a Local Public Good  

The FWC shows an ability to arouse emotions (e.g., the host Nation pride) and builds social 
capital (e.g., in the form of shared sustainability practices). Nevertheless, in literature, there 
appears to be a substantial agreement on the theory that the value of a mega-event may only be 
quantified through its Existence Value (EV). This is generally measured by contingent valuation 
methods based on willingness to pay (WTP) from personal interviews (see, for example, 
Boardman et al.25). WTP indicates a likely minimum economic value for the “existence” of the 
FWC if held in the respondent home country. 

Benefits from increased sport practice 

According to the WHO Global Action Plan on Physical Activity 2018-2030, 23% of adults and 81% 
of adolescents (aged 11–17 years) do not meet the UN agency global recommendations on 
physical activity for health (150 minutes of moderate-intensity exercise per week for adults and 
60 minutes of moderate to vigorous-intensity activity daily for adolescents. This inactivity rate 

 
25 Boardman, Greening. Vining, Weimer (2001), Cost-Benefit Analysis: Concepts and Practice, Prentice-

Hall, New Jersey. - link 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/243764513_Cost-Benefit_Analysis_Concepts_and_Practice
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in the current population is estimated to cost 54 B USD in direct healthcare plus 14 B USD in lost 
productivity26.  

The legacy of the FWC, as far as sports practice is concerned, is to be considered above all as 
the creation of an opportunity to foster healthier lifestyles and to spread sport culture and 
practice among people of all races, gender, and income. Indeed, as an inclusive global event, it 
is also an opportunity for people who, for various reasons, tend to be excluded from this 
experience by economic and social constraints.  

It is possible to model this benefit through the expected payoff of a real option27, where the value 
of the option to practice sports is evaluated through the uncertain (“contingent”) benefit on 
health and wellbeing, depending on circumstances, and individual, distinctive, and stochastic 
factors.  

  

 
26 Global action plan on physical activity 2018–2030: more active people for a healthier world. Geneva: 

World Health Organization; 2018. - link 

27 Scandizzo P.L., and Pierleoni M.R.: Assessing the Olympic Games: the economic impact and beyond( 
2018) - link 

https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/272722/9789241514187-eng.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317616465_Assessing_the_Olympic_Games_the_economic_impact_and_beyond
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4. MAIN CONCLUSIONS 
The impact evaluation of the FWC differs from similar analysis on other sports mega-events 
because of its unique feature of being part and parcel and synthesis of a more engrossing and 
universal discourse on Football as a global show and a popular cult. 

The benefits of the FWC must be traced to a broad concept of increasing wellbeing and enduring 
legacies of mega-events. These concepts, however, must be somewhat resized and redirected 
to consider the higher resonance of Football as a continuous, ongoing global show of matching 
competitions, and athletic performance, techniques, and emotions.  

While FWC direct costs depend on the event realization, all direct and indirect benefits should 
be considered within a broader view, including global linkages and external effects such as 
advancements in technology, inclusive growth, and impacts on the environment. 

FWC legacies include a complex and differentiated set of impacts on the host cities, regions, 
and countries. 

 

The complexity of the sports landscape and the role of Football as the only truly global game are 
the basis of a new consciousness of the importance of sport experience and culture for 
“reconstructing better” the fabric of modern and open societies. In this quest, they appear a 
crucial element for an effective response to the challenge of a globalized world, where the 
Pandemic has accelerated key processes of technological innovation, changing consumption 
patterns, product competition, and market growth.  

In sum, Football epitomizes the quest for meaning and interaction in a world on the verge of great 
transformations and yet dominated by impersonal products and lame communication. It is both 
the most popular vehicle to lead to the culture and the mystique of sports as an economy of 
emotions and values and the carrier of unique opportunities to open this cultural gateway to 
masses of enthusiastic spectators, participants, and practitioners.  

BENEFITS OF THE MOST ICONIC GLOBAL EVENT UNFOLD FAR BEYOND MARKETS  

As a synthesis of the universal discourse on Football as a global show and popular cult, 
the FWC impact includes global linkages and external effects such as advancements 
in technology and economic growth, and global legacies looming large, with broad 
social, economic, and political influence, and physical, environmental, cultural, and 
psychological effects. 
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The present study confirms that the Reform would have a significant and positive economic 
impact worldwide. The macroeconomic analysis estimates that the reforms would generate an 
incremental global GDP of more than 80 B USD in present value at a 4% discount rate over 16 
years, growing by 83% from 100 B USD of the current calendar to 183.6. In addition, it would 
contribute to creating almost 2 million additional permanent jobs (FTE), increasing them by 
about 850,000 FTE from the 1.1 million of the “No reform” scenario.  

These benefits would be widespread, promising continuous growth for all the economic 
activities revolving around the FWC and the other continental tournaments and determining 
critical changes to foster an inclusive and sustainable economic development in the host 
countries and the global community. 

  

THE FIFA PROPOSAL IS MORE THAN A BUSINESS PROPOSITION 

The IMC changes should be considered an attempt to explore and exploit a historical 
opportunity to perform the leap in size and quality needed to the advance the cause of 
Football as a key human endeavour in this time of stress and reconstruction.  

POSITIVE AND LARGE IMPACT PROMOTING INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE GROWTH  

The FIFA proposal net benefits promise to be significant and distributed over time and 
space. They would represent an appropriate response and a much-needed stimulus to 
the growth and the reshaping of the football industry along its entire value chain, 
involving a larger share of developing countries, and active participants. 
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1. THE STANDPOINT OF MEMBER 
ASSOCIATIONS 

 

FIFA has performed in association with Nielsen a comprehensive analysis about the potential 
impact of the proposed Reform on the Confederations and the national Member Associations. 
UEFA also carried out its analysis based on different assumptions. The present chapter contains 
a review of those analyses and introduces additional considerations based on the general 
economic framework and the outcomes of the macroeconomic assessment described in the 
first part of this study. 

PRODUCT QUALITY AND AUDIENCE LOYALTY  

Official reports from FIFA and other international federations show a significant ability of 
national team tournaments to generate revenues for the football value chain. Figures from the 
2018 World Cup show that the tournament has generated revenues for 5.3 B USD, which has been 
redistributed by FIFA through the development and education and the football governance 
programs, for a total of 1.8 B USD. These redistribution programs have further affected the 
football industry and the global economy.  

As anticipated in the first part of the study, while the top national leagues and UEFA profit are 
distributed to a limited number of stakeholders, the FIFA program benefits 211 global 
associations contributing to more inclusive growth. 

The augmented frequency of FWC and CT, together with more concentrated qualifiers, 
increases the availability of excellent events and determines a significant boost in its quality.  

This increase in quality depends on more frequent “exceptional” matches and the substantial 
conversion of friendlies into more relevant events. This quality add-on increases the loyalty of 
the audience and practitioners and allows Football to foster its competitiveness with emerging 
alternative products (other sports, esports, and videogames). It also increases the event 
attractiveness for broadcasters and sponsors, despite the higher frequency and the associated 
risks of negative repercussions on its price. 

The quality increase can be quantified in the rise in audience potentially generated by the new 
international match calendar. To estimate this increase, it is necessary to project the current 
average audience data (per type of match) based on the new IMC.  

Considering a prudential dilution factor (as a share of audience reduction per match due to the 
increased frequency28) it is possible to estimate an increase in audience for the new IMC of at 
least 48.4% (59.6% in the best case) due to more numerous matches with a higher engagement.  

 
28 Calculation of the dilution factors were provided by Nielsen. 
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The study carried out by FIFA in partnership with Nielsen includes a comprehensive financial 
forecast comparing the Reform scenario (2x48) to the Status quo (1x48) scenario, which already 
accounts for the expected growth due to the changes from the FWC old calendar (32 teams) to 
the current format (48 teams).  

INCREASE IN REVENUES AND PROFITS 

The FIFA/Nielsen analysis appears based on rational, prudential, and reasonable principles. 
According to the study, the biennial FIFA World Cup would have a largely positive financial impact 
increasing revenues to 11.4 B USD in the 4-year cycle on a normalized basis. 

The Reform of the FWC could generate an incremental margin of more than 3.5 B USD. This would 
be mainly due to a combination of 62% of revenue increase because of the 2nd FWC and potential 
savings in operational costs made possible by expected changes in the event production 
process. 

Most of these additional profits would contribute to a new financial instrument (the Fund) 
created by FIFA to improve the industry resilience against risks coming from unpredicted 
damages (like in the case of the Pandemic). The Fund would also mitigate the increasing threat 
of event cancellation due to the new calendar, which would reduce the overall flexibility.  

According to the proposed Reform, MAs would themselves receive significant benefits from the 
IMC reforms with total revenue growing from 18 B USD to 25 B USD (+35%) in case of switching 
their competitions on a biennial basis, and to 23 B USD in case of maintaining their current 
calendar. 

It must also be considered that in a recent report, UEFA forecasted a potential loss of around 2.8 
B USD for European NT football. It is important to underline that this projection was based on the 
first draft of the Reform proposed by FIFA. Adjusting the UEFA projections by applying the most 
recent FIFA IMC scheme (with the number of matches remaining stable and in line with the 
current calendar), any potential loss, even under the improbable UEFA scenario, would most 
likely disappear. 
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2. THE STANDPOINT OF CLUBS AND 
NATIONAL LEAGUES 

 

Recurrent narratives and recent reports show potential risks due to the FIFA proposal at the club 
and national league level. The present chapter explores those narratives to verify the risks 
through preliminary microanalyses. 

CORRELATION BETWEEN CLUBS AND NT REVENUES 

Club football is characterized by a so-called “glocal” structure, meaning that it is based on 
geographically delimited sporting competitions taking place within an array of international and 
global institutions. Within markets regulated by institutional arrangements, football clubs 
compete through various activities. These include searching for talents, acquiring and selling 
players’ rights in the transfer market, building fans loyalty through communication and media 
content, and gaining sponsorship, merchandising, and broadcasting incomes.  

While national leagues are mainly local products, international tournaments for national 
representative selections are played in the global markets.  

Fig. 1.1. Correlation analysis between club tournaments and national team ones 

 
Source: OpenEconomics elaboration on official data from FIFA, UEFA, and national federations 

In addition, local and global football outputs are mainly generated by implementing the same 
production factor (the football players) and may be perceived by fans as competitive products.  
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However, historical revenue trends of the most relevant clubs and NT final tournaments show no 
apparent rivalry between the two products. Moreover, clubs and NTs tournaments are separate 
in space and time (thanks to synchronized calendars). 

Fig. 1.1 displays revenues generated by the Top 5 European leagues and the UEFA Champions 
league consistently increasing year by year, regardless of major NTs final tournaments (namely 
FWC and Euros) overlapping. In other words, the scheduling of relevant competition for NTs does 
not seem to hurt revenues generated by the most important national team and international club 
competitions. 

As a result, historical trajectories show no negative correlation between revenues generated by 
NT final tournaments and club leagues. Moreover, empirical data collected for the last decade 
evidence that, on aggregate, the percentage revenue growth of top 5 European leagues was 
higher in seasons with a scheduled major NT final tournament with respect to others where no 
such tournaments took place (42% vs. 26%).  

ECONOMIC COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF PLAYER 
ENGAGEMENT IN NTs  

A critical potential overlapping between the interest of clubs and national teams is players 
availability, with a recurrent narrative in the media on the possible costs occurring for clubs due 
to their increasingly intensive engagement in tournaments and friendlies of national teams. To 
assess the actual impact on clubs of releasing players to NTs, a specific analysis has been 
performed considering the most relevant factors contributing to the costs and benefits. To this 
end, the following methodology has been adopted. The analysis focuses on 38 most relevant 
clubs (in terms of revenues generated in the last three seasons) because they have the highest 
risk exposure. It considered a conventional timeframe of four years.  

Statistics on players and clubs was sourced from FIFA Transfer Matching System for international 
player transfers and a specialised database for the player’s market value provided by Standard 
Football. 

Regarding the Club benefits, the analysis considered: 

▪ The players’ market value appreciation for the athletes taking part in NT fixtures. This is the 
most crucial benefit for the Club because it contributes to the player portfolio value (the 
club's main asset) that can be monetized in the transfer market. 

▪ The per-day compensation for players released for taking part in the FWC recognised by 
FIFA to clubs under the Club Benefits Program.  

▪ The compensation payments by FIFA to clubs under the Club Protection Program.  

▪ The compensation payments to clubs by insurance companies.  

Regarding the potential costs, the analysis considered: 

▪ The market value depreciation for the athletes injured while playing for the NT. 
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▪ The salary paid to players while playing for the NT.  

▪ The share of the insurance costs attributable to the time spent by players in the NTs.  

Fig. 1.2 summarises the results of the CBA analysis. 

Fig. 1.2. CBA analysis results 

 
Source: OpenEconomics on data provided by Standard Football and FIFA TMS 

Specific calculations of each benefit can be found in the following session. 

Club benefits 

Total benefits can be expressed according to the following formula: 

𝐂𝐥𝐮𝐛 𝐁𝐞𝐧𝐞𝐟𝐢𝐭𝐬 = 𝐓𝐏𝐀 + 𝐅𝐈𝐂 + 𝐈𝐑 + 𝐅𝐈𝐑 

Where: 

▪ TPA is the total value appreciation per Club. This dimension has been estimated by 
comparing the market value of players taking part in national team matches with 
comparable players (basically in terms of performance, league, and age) that are usually not 
included in NT roasters. 
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▪ FIC corresponds to the FIFA compensation scheme and regards the daily compensation that 
FIFA recognizes to clubs for letting players attend the final phase of the FWC. The daily 
compensation can cover up to 2 weeks before the starting date of the tournament and 
amounts to nearly 8,530 USD per player29.  

▪ IR stands for the average injury refund that football clubs can obtain from their internal 
insurance schemes. This parameter varies on a club-by-club basis, depending on a series of 
assumptions such as player age, type of injury, number and severity of previous injuries, etc.  

▪ FIR is the average injury refund paid by FIFA per team. This instrument was introduced in 
2019 when FIFA agreed to introduce a compensation for clubs in the event of players falling 
injured while away on international duty. This compensation can be obtained under two 
conditions: the player has to be unavailable for no less than 28 days, and the compensation 
needs to be proportional to the player's salary, with a maximum payment per injury of 8.33 M 
USD30. 

Calculating an average value of these variables, club benefits deriving from the participation of 
players in national team tournaments over a 4-year cycle are estimated at 81.66 M USD. 

Club costs 

Costs incurred by clubs for releasing players on international duty include the market value 
depreciation of players injured during NT matches, total salaries paid despite player 
unavailability during NT windows, and the share of annual insurance price attributable to national 
team matches. Average costs suffered by clubs as a result of players participating in national 
team fixtures include the following dimensions: 

𝐂𝐥𝐮𝐛 𝐂𝐨𝐬𝐭𝐬 =  𝐓𝐏𝐃 +  𝐒𝐋 + 𝐂𝐈𝐏 

Where: 

▪ TPD is asset depreciation as a result of injuries. Economic estimates are based on the 
average cash flow loss per match generated by NT player injuries. This loss has been 
estimated by dividing the market value of players by the number of matches before contract 
expiration. Assuming an average number of missed games per injury, we can estimate the 
yearly per-player expected depreciation due to injuries. Assuming the same injury rate used 
in the benefit calculation, it is possible to obtain the total players’ value depreciation per 
Club because of injuries in a 4-years cycle. It should also be noted that this cost is usually 
temporary, and in most cases, the player’s value regains its historical level in a few months 
after the recovery. 

▪ SL includes average salaries paid to players while playing for national teams.  

▪ CIP is the share of insurance policy attributable to matches played in NT competitions. This 
value can be estimated by multiplying an average insurance premium paid by clubs and the 
share attributable to matches played for national teams.  

 
29 Source FIFA World Cup Club Benefit Program 2018 – link 

31Source FIFA World Cup Club Benefit Program 2018 – link 

https://digitalhub.fifa.com/m/63651247df9b8ba2/original/bxkl7wgkjygv0ar7scko-pdf.pdf
https://digitalhub.fifa.com/m/63651247df9b8ba2/original/bxkl7wgkjygv0ar7scko-pdf.pdf
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Tab. 1.4. CBA analysis details by club 

 
Source: OpenEconomics on data provided by Standard Football and FIFA TMS 

CLUB NT PLAYERS BENEFIT COST NET RATIO

Real Madrid 19 222.73 182.60 40.12 1.22

PSG 18 194.27 146.99 47.28 1.32

Liverpool 18 204.27 145.51 58.76 1.40

Manchester United 18 203.37 145.55 57.82 1.40

Juventus 18 180.14 139.82 40.32 1.29

Manchester City 17 196.25 143.35 52.90 1.37

Internazionale 17 131.90 102.60 29.29 1.29

Bayern Munich 15 150.28 138.22 12.06 1.09

Chelsea 15 173.77 117.38 56.39 1.48

Atlètico Madrid 14 117.13 74.73 42.40 1.57

Tottenham Hotspur 14 108.77 73.02 35.75 1.49

Napoli 14 89.16 58.86 30.30 1.51

Arsenal 13 80.41 72.78 7.64 1.10

Everton 13 63.45 47.39 16.05 1.34

Borussia Dortmund 12 131.75 92.26 39.49 1.43

Barcelona 11 125.58 119.57 6.01 1.05

Roma 11 56.48 41.39 15.09 1.36

Atalanta 11 75.90 41.82 34.08 1.82

Bayer Leverkusen 10 45.48 34.51 10.97 1.32

Newcastle United 10 38.80 31.97 6.83 1.21

Milan 10 69.82 49.09 20.73 1.42

Ajax 9 42.37 27.30 15.08 1.55

Sevilla 9 31.95 21.99 9.96 1.45

Eintracht Frankfurt 8 33.18 25.89 7.28 1.28

RB Leipzig 8 60.92 38.05 22.87 1.60

Hoffenheim 7 35.88 25.73 10.15 1.39

Besiktas 7 21.59 20.69 0.89 1.04

Leicester City 7 39.50 36.57 2.93 1.08

Crystal Palace 6 23.74 22.29 1.45 1.07

West Ham United 6 16.87 16.26 0.62 1.04

Burnley 6 17.18 16.01 1.18 1.07

Olympique Lyonnais 5 15.44 14.86 0.59 1.04

Southampton 5 17.03 7.51 9.52 2.27

Porto 4 10.67 9.13 1.54 1.17

Wolfsburg 4 23.94 19.18 4.76 1.25

Valencia 4 21.49 13.81 7.68 1.56

Wolverhampton Wanderers 4 21.34 10.41 10.93 2.05

Watford 4 10.43 6.93 3.50 1.51

Average 11 81.66 61.37 20.30 1.33
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Summing up, using again suitable assumptions and players sample data to calculate the Club 
Costs variables defined before, total club costs arising from players participation in national 
team competitions for the conventional 4-year period amount to 61.36 M USD.  

Net benefits arising from the analysis presented amount to 20.3 M USD, with a Benefits/Costs 
ratio of 1.3. The take-home message of this simplified CBA experiment is that, on average, for 
clubs exposed to players release, the benefits generated by NTs tournaments overcompensate 
the relative costs.  

This balancing result makes it profitable for clubs to let their players participate in NT 
competitions (tab. 1.4 depicts in more detail the results of the cost-benefit analysis). 
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3. MAIN CONCLUSIONS 
Football is a cultural ecosystem whose dimensional and geographic characteristics determine 
an unconventional and strong complementarity across the whole range of its activities, events, 
and products. This complementarity results from the continuous local practice and periodic 
global celebrations reinforcing each other quality and success and denying any significant 
mutual rivalry.  

While other sports follow this model, Football displays a unique ability to generate a continuum 
of successful events, engaging multitudes of fans worldwide.  

Nielsen study credibly highlights how FIFA reform would enable increased revenues for the 
whole industry and ensure a fair allocation of the additional resources among all stakeholders, 
thanks to an appropriate redistribution policy. 

Moreover, the increased profits represent a risk mitigation factor, systemically addressing the 
growing market volatility and dangerous, unpredictable events that may critically affect industry 
balance and sustainability (e.g., the Pandemic). 

 

The Reform would bring more quality in the industry and would benefit its entire value chain and 
enhance competitive events engendered by clubs and leagues at all levels.  

Far from being damaged by a more frequent celebration of the FWC, local and regional 
competitions would take advantage of the increase in interest and participation generated at 
the global level. 

Thanks to the new IMC, players would increase their reputation and market value and clubs would 
have more opportunities to grow worldwide beyond their local fan base to the increasing virtual 
crowds.  

THE FIFA PROPOSAL MAKES FOOTBALL MORE COMPETITIVE AND RESILIENT 

FIFA reform significantly increases the industry profits, fairly distributing benefits 
among all the stakeholders and reducing the risk exposure to market volatility and 
exogenous disruptions. 
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Under a long-term perspective, leveraging the industry flagship product (the FWC) and a fair 
distribution principle, the proposed Reform activates additional and more profound effects on 
Football as a sports industry based on talent development and fan engagement 

Thanks to the distribution of additional resources throughout the whole value chain, the FIFA 
proposal supports and encourages human capital development for the benefit of the clubs of 
every level. At the same time, by increasing and widening the accessible resource base, it 
promotes higher sport competitiveness and greater variety and quality of games and players. 

Considering the nature of Football as a global industrial network, the Reform favors a more 
balanced distribution of profits among the myriad of hubs and spokes spread all over the world. 
This helps creating additional value through the expansion and the greater robustness of the 
underlying web to the benefits of all its stakeholders. 

Therefore, the Reform promises to strengthen products quality and audience loyalty along the 
entire football value chain, thereby increasing the involvement of the fan base and the interest 
of the buyers. 

Finally, and for similar reasons, the proposed Reform also helps in mitigating the risks 
associated with a progressive concentration of the market and an increasingly polarized 
industrial model focused on unsustainable “superstar” features. 

 

  

THE REFORM PROMOTES A SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WHOLE FOOTBALL  

The new IMC promotes a balanced and sustainable development of Football, enhancing 
the wellbeing of professionals, sports clubs, member associations, and those who 
experience sports as a passion. 

THE REFORM BRINGS A POSITIVE IMPACT ALSO FOR PLAYERS, CLUBS AND LEAGUES 

Local and regional competitions would take advantage of the increased interest and 
participation generated at the global level and gain a more significant share of the 
“football dividend” from the booming popularity and the growth of quality of the 
“beautiful game”. 
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